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ABSTRACT
Haptic technology is maturing, with expectations and evidence that it will contribute to user experience (UX). However, we have very little understanding about how haptic technology can influence people’s experience. Researchers and designers need a way to understand, communicate, and evaluate haptic technology’s effect on UX. From a literature review and two studies—one with haptics novices, the other with expert hapticians—we developed a theoretical model of the factors that constitute a good haptic experience (HX). We define HX and propose its constituent factors: design parameters of Timeliness, Intensity, Density, and Timbre; the cross-cutting concern of Personalization; usability requirements of Utility, Causality, Consistency, and Saliency; and experiential factors of Harmony, Expressivity, Autotelics, Immersion, and Realism as guiding constructs important for haptic experience. This model will help guide design and research of haptic systems, inform language around haptics, and provide the basis for evaluative instruments, such as checklists, heuristics, or questionnaires.
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INTRODUCTION
Haptic technology is becoming a widely available and increasingly expected part of user experience (UX). Companies like Apple and Nintendo have given developers access to high-fidelity inertial actuators in their devices, while startups like Tanvas and UltraLeap are adapting recent technologies like programmable friction [3, 55] and mid-air haptics [12] for consumers. The goal is often improved UX, with research evidence showing that physical props can increase presence in virtual environments [1], and haptic feedback can help videos be more pleasant, surprising, and novel [31].

Yet despite this promise, we have very little understanding of how haptic technology influences UX. Haptic designers, or hapticians [41], have developed their craft without strong theoretical underpinnings of haptic experience (HX). Without a firm understanding of the factors that constitute experience of haptic technology, hapticians will have limited means to articulate their design goals, elicit feedback from clients and stakeholders, and measure whether they achieve their goals. Research into haptic experience design (HaXD) has highlighted improved conceptual infrastructure, namely design languages and evaluative tools, as a key concern [41]. To improve this infrastructure, we need to understand what constitutes HX.

Figure 1 - The Haptic Experience (HX) Model: Designers of interactive systems can balance Design Parameters of Timeliness, Intensity, Density, and Timbre to try to improve experience for people interacting with a haptic system. This will impact Usability Requirements, pragmatic factors important to focus on for haptics that also impact experience if not supported well: Harmony, Causality, Consistency, and Saliency. We identify five Dimensions of HX that hapticians can target: Harmony, Expressivity, Autotelics, Immersion, and Realism.

CSS Concepts
• Human-centered computing–Human computer interaction (HCI); Haptic devices; Interaction design theory, concepts and paradigms
In this paper, we propose the HX model, define HX, and identify the different factors that can influence experiences with haptic technology. From a literature review and two studies – one with haptics novices, the other with expert hapticians – we propose design parameters of Timeliness, Density, Intensity, and Timbre; usability requirements of Utility, Causality, Consistency, and Salience; experiential factors of Harmony, Expressivity, Autotelics, Immersion, and Realism; and the cross-cutting concern of Personalization as guiding constructs important for HX.

The HX model will lead to improved understanding, communication, and evaluation with haptic technology. For example, when building a design, a haptician might tell their colleague that they feel it needs more Expressivity, more variation on the types of haptics the system can produce, and suggest adding more Timbres, the tones, textures, and colours of haptic feedback, to the design to remedy this. Once improved, the haptician might then bring it to a client, and use a questionnaire to measure how effectively the design supports the three HX goals they are trying to support: Expressivity, Harmony (the quality of multiple senses feeling integrated), and Autotelics (the haptic feedback simply feeling good in its own right).

In this paper, we contribute a definition for “haptic experience” accompanied by a model articulating the key elements constituting the user experience of haptic interactions. The model was derived from our studies: two workshops with eight haptic novices, and individual interviews with six expert hapticians. The model offers hapticians a common set of design targets, researchers constructs to consider with more nuance, and hapticians and users the vocabulary to more precisely communicate about HX. We conclude by discussing implications.

DEFINING HAPTIC EXPERIENCE
After conducting our studies and developing the HX model, we have developed a definition of haptic experience. We define haptic experience (HX) to be:

-a distinct set of quality criteria combining usability requirements and experiential dimensions that are the most important considerations for people interacting with technology that involves one or more perceived senses of touch, possibly as part of a multisensory experience.

This definition combines the Sharp et al.’s description of UX [49] (informed by Schrepp et al’s interpretations [43]) with Schneider et al.’s definition of HaXD [41]. We include “people” rather than “user” to be less gendered: participants in Bradley et al. [7] more often drew a male or masculine figure for “user” than not, suggesting it is a gendered term despite being expected to be neutral.

RELATED WORK
Defining UX
We adopt Sharp, Preece, and Rogers’s definition of User Experience [49] as elaborated by Schrepp et al. [43]: “a set of distinct quality criteria that includes classical usability criteria, like efficiency, controllability or learnability, and non-goal directed or hedonic quality criteria, like stimulation, fun-of-use, novelty, emotions, or aesthetics.” UX is largely understood as dynamic, contextual, and subjective, such that it is affected by a person’s internal state (e.g. needs, motivations), dependent on the environment, and unique to each individual. Its subjectivity is impacted by the temporal nature of UX; given its applicability before, during, and after an interaction with a product [2, 30], UX can be shaped by an individual’s past experience with a product or change even after the interaction concludes.

Evaluating UX
There exist several evaluation instruments outlining various features of UX. As reflected in its definition, UX is often characterized using two mostly-unrelated dimensions: hedonic and pragmatic, where hedonics is the perceived support for “be goals,” such as being competent or related to others, and pragmatics is the perceived support for “do-goals,” such as making a telephone call [21]. Hedonics reflects the aesthetics of a system [19], the non-instrumental components of a system. In contrast, pragmatics is more closely related to usability [20], and more to usage of the product or system.

Evaluation batteries, like AttrakDiff [19] or the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [28] are organized around these two dimensions; the former has been used to measure the added value of haptics [31]. AttrakDiff measures users’ perceptions of a product’s pragmatic (e.g. controllable) and hedonic (e.g. innovation) qualities and how they contribute to the assessment of the overall attractiveness of the product [52]. The UEQ offers six subscales measuring the pragmatic qualities of perspicuity (learnability of a product), efficiency (ability to complete tasks with ease), and dependability (user’s sense of control over the interaction), and the hedonic qualities of stimulation (excitement and motivation produced from product use) and novelty (creativity of a product) [28]. Similar to AttrakDiff, the UEQ also evaluates the product’s attractiveness (the overall impression of the product), under which pragmatic and hedonic qualities are subsumed. The Components of User Experience (CUE) model, evaluated with the meCUE questionnaire [32], is categorized in a similar fashion using the terms instrumental and non-instrumental qualities. Instrumental qualities parallel pragmatics, for example, referring to the system’s usability, whereas non-instrumental qualities equate to hedonic elements, such as the system’s look and feel. The CUE model suggests the two components of UX hold a bidirectional relationship with the third component: the user’s emotional reaction to the product, reflective of the quality of attractiveness in the previous models.
The Experience of Touch

While much research into haptic technology has focused on utility for specific tasks like training motor skills [16], several researchers have looked into emotional properties and perceptual dimensions of touch, some of which has translated to haptic technology.

Explorations of the experience can be difficult because the language surrounding haptic technology is difficult to define [25, 41]. Still, studying this language has revealed useful insights. Research into how people talk about tactile experiences suggests mid-air tactile feedback [12] can mediate emotions through location on the hand and other physical parameters [35] in addition to descriptions of physical phenomena [36]. When we feel something we get an immediate sense of what we like or don’t like, but often find it difficult to describe touch beyond that [25]. This has been shown to generalize to vibrotactile feedback [42].

While the language of touch is difficult to define, some taxonomies of touch have been created. Perception of materials and textures, for example, has evidence for five dimensions: hardness (hard/soft), friction (moist/dry, sticky/slippery), fine roughness (rough/smooth), macro roughness (uneven, relief), and warmness (hot/cold) [37].

We also understand some factors that influence the aesthetics of touch. Object properties can influence the “touchability” of an object for hedonic purposes, when they have intermediate levels of complexity, both of texture and shape [27]. Dimensions of texture, (e.g., micro/macro roughness, hardness, friction) have also been linked to texture [37], and even been captured in a computational model as a Bayesian network [33].

Sound-symbolic language like onomatopoeia also play a role when describing touch. Tactile parameters (e.g., smooth/rough, bumpy/flat) can be visualized [53] and predicted [15] from people’s descriptions using sound-symbolic language (i.e., onomatopoeia like “zara-zara”). Designers also use onomatopoeia to express vibrotactile sensations (vibrations felt in the skin) [42].

The feeling of touch can be highly individual and context dependent. For example, dimensional spaces can have different numbers of dimensions depending on the individual [23], and vibrotactile feedback can depend on body location and current activity (e.g., walking vs. standing) [26]. Some people are more or less likely to want to touch for autotelic purposes, i.e., hedonic touch for its own sake [25, 38]. Hapticians have described haptic sensation as being “very individual” [41].

Personalization is thus critical for supporting touch-based interfaces [45]. Affective responses to vibrations can vary according to individual differences in demographics, use, and tactile processing capabilities [47]. The way that people make sense of haptic feedback can be organized into different haptic facets [48], categories of attributes that characterize collections of sensations. Five facets for vibrotactile feedback have been compiled [46], suggesting that people can frame vibration feedback using physical, sensory, emotional, metaphoric, or usage attributes.

While not purely experiential, affect clearly plays a role in touch [25] and, unsurprisingly, with haptic technology. Early explorations of haptic technology like InTouch [8] proposed using haptics to facilitate interpersonal communication, leading to natural and emotional communication. Work into social haptic robotics involving haptics [57] has found ways to both influence emotion (relaxing the user) through physical feeling of breathing [44] and been successful at classifying gestures of touch input [11, 17] by their intended emotional state. Visual robot emotion perception of this sort changes based on narrative framing [10]. Affect has also informed design of vibrotactile icons, linking physical parameters like amplitude and frequency to emotional responses [58]. Affective response can depend on multimodal effects: a crossmodal design, e.g., with visual and haptic components, depends on the agreement of its two component parts [59], and there is an “uncanny valley” of haptics, where spatial haptic feedback with no visual feedback had lower immersion than either generic haptic feedback or spatial haptic and visual feedback [4].

While affect has become a common target, more general support of HX is rare. Systems designers of haptic systems have proposed taxonomies for supporting Quality of Experience (QoE) for haptic technology [18]. QoE is typically a measure of the experience of a service, here, of haptics delivered to a user. This model separates Quality of Service (QoS) parameters, such as response time, latency/delay, price, reliability, from UX parameters proposed as perceptual qualities, rendering quality, physiological measures, and psychological measures. This overall taxonomy includes a large number of parameters, but needs elaboration and focus to guide designers or result in a practical evaluation questionnaire.

Researchers have also linked the addition of haptic feedback to some possible experiential goals. Adding haptic feedback can improve UX: adding mid-air haptics and vibrotactile feedback to videos resulted in more pleasant, unpredictable, and creative experiences [31]. The use of haptic feedback can increase immersion and presence, two constructs frequently targeted in VR and telepresence systems [1], and used as proxies for measuring HX.

Related Constructs and their Scales

Experience designers and hapticians use several constructs related to HX as design goals, and can evaluate those constructs with scales or relate them to user traits. The positive and negative affect schedule (PANAS) measures positive and negative affect [13] and features an extended form [54]. Russell’s circumplex model of affect [40] identifies constructs of valence (positive/negative affect) and arousal (excitation), and is frequently used in affective design involving haptics [58].
Virtual environments often employ presence, the subjective experience of being in one place or environment, even when one is physically situated in another [50]. Researchers can employ the Presence Questionnaire [56] to measure presence and related concepts, such as immersion, including supporting factors like involvement and immersion. This has been used to study haptics in VR, e.g., with passive haptics [1]. Others have used immersion as their preferred construct for subjective experience [4].

Games user researchers are actively developing means to evaluate experience. We reviewed constructs in the Gaming Engagement Questionnaire (GEQ) [9], but are aware that it has not been validated [29]. We drew more from the Player Experience Index (PXI), which received input from 64 experts for its initial design and development. The PXI measures Enjoyment, which is composed of two collections of factors: Psychosocial consequences (Aesthetics) involving Mastery, Curiosity, Immersion, Autonomy, and Meaning; and Functional consequences (Dynamics), involving ease of control, progress feedback, audiovisual appeal, clarity of goals, and challenge. Models of player traits attempt to manage individual differences in this domain as well [51]. We drew upon similar scale development processes to the PXI in order to generate ideas for what might be important for HX, namely, by engaging novices and experts.

Differentiating HX from UX
We believe that designers and researchers will benefit from a focused definition of HX rather than following existing UX models. While the elements offered by existing UX models remain relevant to HX, there are key components unique to haptic interactions that have yet to be captured. For instance, a haptic experience is highly dependent on the interplay between physical feedback and other components of a system, as well as other senses and contextual factors. Haptics is highly multi-modal, demanding that hedonics and pragmatics be defined differently. Another example: HX differs from UX in its time frame. While UX applies to the time before, during, and after an interaction, HX depends highly on focused interaction in the moment.

Differences like these suggest that different constructs should be prioritized when designing for haptic technology. We thus set out to find out what constructs are important.

APPROACH: SCALE DEVELOPMENT
Our original goal was to create a questionnaire measuring HX. However, the process of developing the scale revealed the need to identify and define HX and discover its key constituents; without this key prerequisite, we are left without guidance as to what to measure. Research into HaXD [41] highlights a need for conceptual infrastructure, including evaluation methods for haptic systems. As no prior work had established criteria with sufficient detail to determine whether a haptic experience can be evaluated as successful, we shifted our focus to defining HX, leading to the creation of the HX model. Similar to how early theoretical work defined the construct of presence [50] and led to the Presence Questionnaire [56], the HX model can now serve as a foundation on which long-term goals, such as a future HX questionnaire, can be developed. Researchers and designers could use such a questionnaire to evaluate their systems and develop principled guidelines for haptic systems, much like how the Presence Questionnaire has guided work in VR and telepresence.

We begin the process of scale development to identify the constructs that make up the HX model. The initial steps of scale development involves both novices and experts to develop and refine the constructs to be measure [6, 14]. We began by reviewing prior research and input from novices and experts. We reviewed existing taxonomies for haptics, user experience, VR and gaming. We then invited eight novices to brainstorm what elements constituted a good haptic experience. We developed 50 questionnaire items from the brainstormed elements. We then interviewed six expert hapticians about their evaluation techniques and asked them to perform a card sorting task with these items.

The result, at this stage in the process, is the identification of what constructs make up HX: the HX model. We developed this from literature on haptics and user experience, input from novices, and interviews with expert hapticians.

STUDY 1: NOVICE BRAINSTORM
A critical aspect of developing the construct of HX is to include the people for which this construct matters, i.e., users of haptic systems. While knowledgeable hapticians can use their expertise to inform the development of the HX construct, the observations of those with limited haptic experience can offer unbiased, bottom-up insight, also valuable to understanding haptic interactions. Therefore, haptic novices were recruited to begin the process of construct development. We held two workshops with eight people (four people per workshop) to provide an opportunity to interact with a haptic system and speak to the experience. The purpose of the sessions was to brainstorm what constitutes good HX, thereby allowing us to begin compiling a concrete set of ideal experience elements that direct the criteria aimed for by hapticians and expected by users.

Choice of Haptic Device: Nintendo Switch
While our long-term goal was to create a model generalizable to all haptic technology, we started with a specific case. We chose the Nintendo Switch as our example device because it renders a commonly implemented haptic modality (vibrotactile feedback). This console hosts high fidelity inertial actuators, which has led to haptic feedback being specifically pursued for some games [5, 24, 34].

Participants
We recruited eight haptic novices through our personal and professional networks to include a diverse group of people with limited familiarity with haptic technology. Eligibility criteria included individuals between the age of 18 to 64 years and those who have not studied or worked in the field of haptics. In each workshop, indicated by self-reported
gender, were two male and two female participants. The age ranged from 21 to 28 years in the first workshop, and 21 to 35 years in the second workshop. Across both groups, there was variation in participants’ field of study, including fine arts, psychology, engineering, and computer science, as well as variation in experience playing video games.

A second brainstorm period followed. Participants played four games on the Nintendo Switch: Super Mario Odyssey, 2K19 NBA, 1-2-Switch, and Arms. To offer a range of experiences, the games were selected based on the variation of haptic intensity, diversity of effects, and necessity of the haptics to complete the player’s objective. For example, the 1-2-Switch game Safe Crack required full dependency on haptic feedback to open a safe. Players rotated their controllers until they felt a more salient (louder) haptic effect, indicating the correct number for combination. This contrasted 2K19 NBA which used haptics to reflect a player’s movement (e.g., shooting the ball) but was not at all required to execute the move. Participants rotated through the chosen games on two consoles, playing in pairs. All participants were required to play a set number of rounds or complete a pre-determined list of tasks in each game to ensure all players experienced similar haptic feedback.

Once all games had been tested, participants were again asked to brainstorm ideas for the previous question, “What constitutes a good haptic experience?” Additional ideas were expected to be created as participants now had first-hand experience interacting with a haptic device. New or refined suggestions were presented and added to the existing pool. Upon finalizing the factors, participants were asked to vote for those they considered the most important towards creating a good haptic experience. Each participant was given three votes.

Results
The novice brainstorming sessions resulted in ten initial factors describing what constitutes a positive haptic experience (Figure 3). Four factors significantly overlapped between the two novice groups; in these cases, factors were amalgamated and original labels were combined. For example, both groups listed similar ideas that reflected the importance of haptic effect timeliness; the first group assigning the label Response Time and the second group using the name Immediate Feedback. These two factor groups were combined in the final results.

Novice contributions that considered only the industrial design and ergonomics of the game controller itself, rather than its associated haptic effects, were removed. The final factors formed the basis of which a collection of scale items was constructed, following instructions of item generation [14].

STUDY 2: EXPERT REVIEW
The next step in scale development was to have experts in the field evaluate the items for relevance, representativeness, and clarity [6, 14]. Presenting the items for critique provided hapticians with the opportunity to challenge the ideas put forth by haptic novices, reword factor labels with more representative terms, specify unfocused items requiring revision, and offer recommendations for where there existed gaps in the constructs.
**Participants**

We recruited six haptic experts (HE1-6). Experts were selected to achieve diversity in the following criteria within the group: age, gender, current career domain (i.e., industry vs academia), haptic modality experience, and when possible, location. All demographics were self-reported. The age of experts ranged from 32 to 53 years. Four experts self-identified as male, and two experts self-identified as female. HE1-3 work in industry, while HE4-6 work in academia. There was a variance in the types of haptics used in their work, some of which included vibrotactile, force feedback, and inertial haptics. Multiple experts noted working with several haptic modalities simultaneously within their projects.

**Procedure**

Experts were individually invited to participate in an interview and card-sort task to further inform and organize the factors of HX. The interview was conducted to ask experts to describe currently used evaluation methods and any notable barriers faced in the process. We then described the purpose of the developing scale and the steps completed with the haptic novices to provide experts with relevant background necessary for the card sort. Experts completed the open card sort task online using OptimalSort (Figure 4). 50 items (five items per factor) had been generated, from which experts were to group items together based on criteria they felt was most appropriate and assign labels to each cluster. Follow-up questions were asked to receive feedback on the perceived relevance and clarity of items, and suggestions on important concepts absent from the draft that should be considered when evaluating haptic experiences.

**Interview Results**

The interviews with experts resulted in two main findings: a description of current evaluation methods and a set of barriers to evaluation.

Result 1: Current evaluation methods

Expert hapticians were asked how they have previously evaluated the haptic portion of their systems. When discussing user experience evaluation, some methods were mentioned without further comment (i.e. user studies, analytics), and three methods were elaborated: focus groups, administration of self-developed surveys, and the removal of haptic feedback.

HE1 used focus groups to present a set of haptic effects and request users to arrange them in order of desirability. Interestingly, focus groups had only been mentioned by one participant. Perhaps the difficulty of communicating about haptic experiences lead focus groups to be seen as demanding on the part of the user for sharing insight.

Surveys were mentioned by three experts: HE1 used a survey focusing on how haptics were being used in their devices; HE3 administered a self-developed scale exploring experiential themes including multi-modal alignment, realism, comfort, and satisfaction; HE6 used a scale asking users about their sense of immersion in a haptics vs non-
haptics scenario. HE3 stated that they had to create their own questionnaire after being unsuccessful in finding a similar tool in literature. Similarly, HE6 considered using alternative scales such as the NASA-TLX questionnaire but found that many of the items were not directly applicable to experiences offered by haptic systems. They stated that “it would be great to have something similar that focuses on our needs” (HE6). The focus area of each survey differed across experts and two hapticians pointed to the discrepancy between what they require in a scale to measure haptic systems and what is currently available in literature.

Figure 4 - Open card sort task using OptimalSort. Hapticians were to organize the items generated from novice factors into as many groups desired using the criteria they best saw fit.

Another common evaluation method across experts included presenting their systems without the haptic component to evaluate the effect on user performance and perceived system value. As was stated, “we know we’re in a sweet spot when we take [the haptics] back, people feel they’re really missing something” (HE2). Similarly, HE6 noted the usefulness of the designed haptics can be seen if the inclusion of haptics increased precision or reduced the time required to complete a task. The value of implementing haptics could be vouched for through finding discrepancies in task performance or system enjoyability.

HE1 and HE2 also took a designer-centered evaluation approach. While both experts seek out and consider the feedback received by end-users, they also rely on the sense of a designer, be it themselves or another party. HE2 offered their system to a diverse population of haptic and non-haptic designers and engineers. They also evaluated them personally, trying them directly and tuning various parts and seeing if reactions change. HE1 looks to a senior designer with experience and vision to provide the mark of approval. They saw the value of a designer-centered approach, saying “we need opinionated designers who have the track record of success that allows people to refer to them for these matters and believe that their opinion is relevant” (HE1). Both user- and designer-centered were welcomed and deemed valuable by hapticians.

Result 2: Barriers to Evaluation
Being aware of the absence of a standard, widely available evaluation tool, hapticians were then asked if they had previously come across any barriers when selecting an evaluation method. HE5 and HE6 highlighted the dilemma of methods noticeably differing between hapticians. HE5 said, “it would be great to have a consistent tool because I think everybody at the moment is building their own approach.” This hinders the ability to make comparisons between haptic systems, as was noted by HE6: “it’s very hard to compare your haptic feedback, your haptic device, with others because of course when everybody uses their own method to evaluate, it’s very hard.” When offered the idea of a user experience scale for haptic technology, four experts (HE3-6) affirmed the creation of a universal tool that could be applied to multiple systems, thereby reducing independent labor and enabling comparative assessments.

As previously discussed, experts commonly removed the haptic component altogether to assess its value through its absence. However, HE5 mentioned that novelty often corrupted the data when evaluating using a non-haptic version of the system, particularly for those who are less experienced with haptics. The same expert noted it would be useful for the evaluation tool to be able to account for the discrepancy and transition between novice and expert users given that feedback will vary based on the level of experience.

HE1 spoke to the difficulty of eliciting language directed towards haptic experiences: “A lot of people don’t know what haptics is, don’t know to expect it, so you are challenged to get people to articulate in ways that are useful to you” (HE1). Lacking accessible language for users to describe haptics, particularly those with little experience interacting with haptics, have left evaluators to receive unfocused feedback. Having a concrete set of criteria to form the base of haptic evaluation can assist both designers in probing the desired feedback and haptic novices in communicating about their experiences.

Additionally, haptic experiences are challenging to share and, therefore, difficult to evaluate remotely. HE4 stated that those in the role of a reviewer can find it challenging to have a sense of the HX a system offers when it is not available for direct use. When asked how they would use a universal haptic evaluation tool, HE4 stated they would use it as way have hapticians prove their systems offer good HX.

THE HX MODEL: FACTORS FOR HAPTIC EXPERIENCE
From the literature, brainstorming sessions with haptic novices, and interviews with expert hapticians, we developed the HX model for Haptic Experience (Figure 1). This model links controllable Design Parameters (Figure 5), and Personalization Support to Usability Factors (pragmatics of HX, Figure 6) and Experiential Dimensions (hedonics of HX, Figure 7).
Card Sort Results
To create the elements of the model, the categories of items formed by the experts were sorted based on similarity and labelled to describe the theme; some were named using terms established in literature (e.g. immersion), offered by experts (e.g. harmony), or discussed in novice sessions (e.g. saliency). Experts varied in the specificity of their categories; some provided broader categories that subsumed several concepts, others produced more categories that were more granular in scope. With the aim to inform design and generate a vocabulary for HX, greater specificity was chosen for the model. As a result, where applicable, categories were divided to be more focused. For example, HE5 offered a category describing the appropriateness of haptic feedback which, based on their description, could be further divided to eventually form the elements of timeliness and harmony. Furthermore, some suggested elements were not included in the final model. HE1, HE3, and HE4 discussed the element of intuitiveness, the user’s ease of understanding the purpose of haptic effects; however, this element was not included in the model as it not informative for design purposes. As stated by HE1, rather than designing for intuitiveness, a more attainable goal is to design multi-modal experiences that make sense. Drawbacks was another eliminated category as it involved the negative components of HX. The items that formed this category still addressed in the model, simply inversely in a positive light. For example, the concern for believability in haptics in the item “The touch feedback does not reflect reality,” is captured in the element of realism.

Usability Requirements
Pragmatic factors necessary for positive experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>While these are important in usability generally, they are the focus when designing for haptic technology.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utility - Is it useful?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability of haptics to benefit the user experience in ways other sensory modalities cannot.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causality - Can you identify the cause of feedback?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causality describes how easily a user can relate haptic feedback to the source of interaction.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency - Is it reliable?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system’s ability to provide the same haptic feedback across identical system inputs and events.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saliency - Is it appropriately noticeable?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The noticeability of the haptic feedback as it relates to its purpose and context.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 - Usability requirements, pragmatic factors of HX important for usability with haptics. If these are not supported, they may have adverse effects on experience.

Usability Requirements: Pragmatic Factors of HX
The usability requirements describe aspects of functionality in HX including Utility, Causality, Consistency, and Saliency. The fulfillment of these requirements creates practical value in haptic systems below the level of a hedonic experience, and had been described by experts as factors that must be fulfilled before building upon the experience. For instance, Consistency was described as a technical requirement, “a given that you would want the haptics to be consistent” (HE1). Causality was also defined as a factor where, if not satisfied, can disrupt the ability to build an experience: “If it’s a mismatch from [Causality], I think it’s kind of hard to build on top of it” (HE2). Haptic systems should be designed in a way that allow users to intuitively understand what caused the feedback they received.

Utility addresses the value of haptics in serving as an additional channel through which information can be transferred to users. Unique in being eyes-free and a highly personal method of communication, haptics can provide users with insight into system events above and beyond that of alternative senses. Utility can be qualified by either enhancing user performance (e.g. touch feedback used to inform a player of their avatar’s surroundings in Super Mario Odyssey) or enabling skills that would not otherwise be available without touch interactions (e.g. permitting players to determine the combination to open the safe in Safe Crack).

Saliency is characterized by the noticeability of feedback to users. Haptic effects should capture or shift users’ attention to...
a degree that is suitable for its purpose. If the haptics are too subtle, they may go unnoticed, rendering them ineffective. Conversely, they may feel too aggressive or pervasive, becoming distracting or annoying to the user.

**Experiential Dimensions**

**Hedonic factors that influence experience**

- **Harmony** - Does it fit with the other senses?
  The most important dimension; how tightly coupled the haptics are perceived to be with other sensory outputs.

- **Autotelics** - Does it feel good in and of itself?
  A positive haptic experience can be partially achieved through the touch feedback feeling pleasant, independent of its purpose in the system.

- **Expressivity** - Is there distinction between haptic effects?
  Expressive haptics are those that distinguishably reflect varying user input and system events. Expressivity allows users to feel their input makes an impact on the feedback received.

- **Immersion** - Do you feel immersed?
  Immersion focuses on the level of engagement in the system or application the user feels as a result of experiencing haptic feedback.

- **Realism** - Does it feel realistic?
  Whether the haptic effect convincingly portrays what someone would expect to feel in reality.

Figure 7 - Experiential dimensions; hedonic factors of HX that hapticians can target when trying to create a positive haptic experience.

**Experiential Dimensions: Hedonic Factors of HX**

The experiential dimensions represent the hedonic factors of HX, constituted by Harmony, Autotelics, Expressivity, Immersion, and Realism.

**Harmony** was a theme that arose in all results of expert card sort tasks and was indicated multiple times as one of the most important themes for HX. Experts stated that even if you have a very simple or limited kind of haptic feedback, it can still be meaningful if well integrated with the other modalities offered by the system. HE6 stated “at the end of the day, even if you have a very simple haptic feedback, it’s very important it fits very well with the other senses...if you have a very advanced haptic interaction but you don’t have good matching with what you’re showing with the other senses, it won’t work”. Previous research has provided the similar term congruence, defined as an “intuitive match or harmony between the designs of feedback from different modalities” [22]. Our work supports its findings that congruent cross-modal effects lead to higher perceived quality. The term harmony, used by HE2, will continued to be used in the HX model to differentiate from congruence, specifically to capture experts’ suggestion that harmony in and of itself can create a meaningful experience.

**Realism** can be a product of achieving harmony should it align with the designer’s intention. However, it can also be achieved independent of other sensory outputs. This is can be seen in a system rendering electrovibration technology, which can produce a texture that feels realistic in isolation or in relation to an associated visual stimulus.

**Immersion** can also be produced through attaining harmony if desired for the system. Creating a sense of immersion will not be the goal of every haptician, but the inclusion of haptics is valuable for virtual reality settings for producing a more involved and believable experience.

**Expressivity** means to feel the haptics distinguishably reflect varying user input and system events. While not a requirement in all haptic systems as singular haptic effects can still be impactful, expressivity allows users to feel their input make an impact on the feedback. Expanding the repertoire of effects offered to the users can also increases the information that can be transferred to users through touch.

**Autotelics** is an additional factor recommended by HE1 that was not reflected in the card sort task. Autotelics is a purely hedonic-driven dimension, referring to the touch experience as an end in and of itself [35]. Users may describe their experience as positive even when interacting with context-free haptics. An effect may not exceed expectation on the side of functionality but can contribute to the experience by simply feeling pleasurable in and of itself.

**Personalization: Customizing HX**

There exist individual differences in the perception and preference of touch [38, 39]. Therefore, benefiting the user experience is the option to adjust the haptic settings to match user preferences, either through changing elements of the design parameters or turning them off altogether [45]. Novices supported personalization through the lens of accessibility (a term modified by HE5 to reflect the idea of tunability) along with experts HE1, HE3, and HE4. HE1 articulated the importance of granting users control having found that “if they are in control and they know they’re in control early in the process, they have a better experience.”

**DISCUSSION**

By articulating usability and experiential factors, the HX model can support researchers, designers, hapticians, and haptic users understand, communicate, and evaluate haptics.

**Implications for interaction and experience designers**

These factors can organize thinking about design for haptic technology. They might serve as the basis for a structured approach to haptic design training, an industry need stated by HE1. With more development, they could help further develop the discipline of haptic experience design, going beyond existing practices. [41]. These factors can be used as a universal set of design criteria that can lead to better links and collaborations between hapticians and other designers.

**Divergence from UX**

Developing these factors gives us a theoretical structure for understanding the differences between HX and UX. The sense of touch is multimodal and haptic devices are stunningly diverse in their attempts to support it. This complexity, with a lack of language or other cognitive
support, distinguishes HX from other experiences with technology. This aligns with our findings of multi-modal integration (harmony) being the most important experiential quality in the model, in addition to the inclusion of realism and immersion, two factors that are largely multimodal. HX rests heavily on the ability to achieve cohesion between the haptics and the remaining system components.

The resulting usability requirements also diverged from traditional usability heuristics. For instance, visibility of system status is a standard interaction design principle [49], but was not mentioned as a focus by our participants. Common usability criteria have largely been sight-focused; therefore, to design experience for a different sense, i.e. touch, usability requirements should reflect the shift in focus.

**Implications for researchers**

The HX model can guide future research. By formulating these factors and looking at the pairwise relationships between them, we found several gaps in the literature. For example, the relationship between Harmony and Immersion: a system can offer a harmonious system without being immersive (e.g., a wearable device offering haptic feedback that aligns with other sensory modalities, but the device is intended for low-attention information display and not for immersive experiences), but it unknown whether immersion could achieved in the absence of harmony. Researchers may test the effects of harmony on immersion, or make similar comparisons with alternative factor pairs, to reveal the influence of individual factors. By doing so, it would reveal whether certain factors serve as prerequisites to others – insight valuable for both researchers and designers.

**Implications for Evaluation**

Our findings underscore the lack of evaluation tools for haptic design [41]: hapticians need a way to vouch for their haptics and identify areas for improvement. Currently, haptics systems are evaluated laboriously and independently, and hapticians have noted the absence of a widely available metric specific to their field. This model is the first step towards informing a Haptic Experience Index (HXI), a tool aimed at assessing the haptic component of a system. Having a universal and consistent metric that captures the factors of the HX model will serve hapticians and their systems by highlighting strengths, diagnosing deficiencies, enabling comparisons between systems, and allowing for a simple means of communication between user and designer.

**Bridging hapticians and novices with new language**

One major barrier facing the adoption of haptic technology and understanding of HX is the lack of an established language [25], especially for those unfamiliar with haptics [41]. As indicated by HE1, minimal familiarity with haptics makes communicating about HX difficult, creating challenges for hapticians and designers when requesting feedback from users. HE2 also came across a similar problem with users: “it feels good… I don’t know why it feels good” (HE2). The HX model is a start to bridging the gap between haptic novices and experts by giving those new to haptics the vocabulary to describe and elaborate what they experience. The model includes elements produced largely by those with low haptic familiarity, represented by terms refined by those with extensive field expertise. Therefore, both novices and hapticians can easily detect and understand the factors offered by the model.

**Future Work: Creating a Universal HX Model**

Our work focused largely on vibrotactile feedback, particularly when generating responses from novice participants. However, vibrotactile feedback is a common and mature technology, making it an appropriate initial experience to offer for the critical step of probing novice input. Additionally, the expert hapticians were recruited to achieve diversity, including the modalities with which they typically work. We began development of the model using vibrotactile stimuli, then refined with insight from hapticians whose expertise ranged in modality. Experts offered some generalization through the nature of the haptics they discussed. While novices informed the model through their evaluation of existing haptic feedback experiences, experts also discussed those that are in active development or may occur in the future. Therefore, the model contains elements considered desirable for general HX, and is not necessarily limited only to existing systems. As result, we propose the current model as an initial structure, forming the foundation that, in future iterations, can be generalized to formally include several haptic modalities.

**CONCLUSION**

We report results produced in two workshops with novices and refined by six hapticians through interviews and a card sorting task. We define Haptic Experience (HX) and present a model representing the factors of HX, informed by literature, haptic novices, and hapticians. The proposed HX model is characterized by four key components: Design Parameters, Usability Requirements, Experiential Dimensions, and Personalization.

We highlighted the current methods used and barriers faced by hapticians when evaluating user experience for haptic systems, and outlined the implications of the HX model in action for researchers, designers, hapticians, and end-users. We hope to see the model aid the understanding, communication, and evaluation of HX.
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